Ohio Gas Association

Service Areas of Ohio LDCs

Design Area Temperatures

- Toledo: -6°F
- Cleveland: -13°F
- Parma: -7°F
- Sandusky: -7°F
- Alliance: -8°F
- New Castle: -8°F
- Lima: -8°F
- Mansfield: -6°F
- Ohio Misc: -6°F
- Columbus: -6°F
- Pittsburgh: -6°F
- Dayton: -12°F
- Cincinnati: -12°F
- Portsmouth: 0°F

Company Wide
- Cinergy: -12°F 1 in 30 probability
- Columbia Gas: -7°F 1 in 10 probability
- Dominion: -13°F 1 in 10 probability
- Vectren: -16°F 1 in 30 experienced

**Average of service area temperatures for two companies**